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Abstract

Case Based Reasoning (C.BR) is d¢’cnwd a rather
promising technology of knowledge acquisition and re-
lated knowledge processing in recent compt,ter science.
Much of Ihe ("Bl{’s at t t-action is Imsed cm the charm-
ing simplicity of its ideas. In p~ticular, knowledge
acquisition which is performed during CBR by in-
crementally collecting cases migth be under.,,tood a~s
(’m~e Ba.sed Learning (CBI,}.
The main goal of this paper consists in the applicat icm
of validation scetmrios to the investigation of princi-
ples of CBI,. For this purpose, the domain of formal
languages is used. where CBR is st raight forwardly for-
malized to allow for ajustitied assessment uf f’.B[, prin-
ciples, h i.,, demoostrated that ¢nte of the key prim’i-
ph,s of impruving case bases dm’ing CBR is not valid.
seen h’om t he viewpoint of a correct learning.
Two attempts of principle refinement are underl.akt.n
and vzdidat.ed sub.-,equentl.v. For the special domain.
an improvement is gained.

Introduction
For the investigation, we need some background in
CBR and CBL, in inductive inference of formal lan-
guages, and in complex systems validation.

In (’.BR, knowh,dge is representod in a more episodic
form directly reflecting probh,m solving experience
and. hence, being concrete and detailed, rather than
abstract and declarative. This is deemed to ,no(h,I hu-
man knowledge acquisition and problem solving ap-
proprialely (cf. (Riesbeck &" St’hank 1989). (Kolodner
] 99a), e.g.).

In particular, knowledge acquisition which is per-
formed during (’BR W i ncrementally collecting c ases
migth be understood as Case-Based Learning (CBL),
like in (Aha 1991) and (Aha, Kibler. & Albert. 1991).

When a CBR system is in use for (mostly in-
teractive) problem solving, it is frequently fed with
new cases representing currently unresolved problems.
These current problems shall be solved, according to
the system’s former experience stored in its case base.
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For this pnrl)ose, the system’s case base is scarched
for formerly experienced cases that are similar to the
current prol)lem on hand. Those causes art. taken and
possibly adapted for problem solving.

C.BIL in general, and (’.BI,, in particular, are some-
how inductive in spirit. Tiros, it is worth to inspect
some of the most alluring CBR and CBL principles for
their power and limitations. But, we refrain from an in-
depth discussion of valklation issues and direct the in-
terested reader to (Boehm 1984). (O’Keefc & O’Leary
1.99:~). att(I (,]antke. Knauf, & Abel 1997). 

The present investigations aim at. validity assess-
ments of C.BI, principles. A quit~ similar endeavonr
has been un(h,rtakeu in (DStsclt ,~: .]antke [996).

This paper is a shorter, but more adwmced version
of (Beick & Jantke 1998). But there, a more detailed
introduction into (’BR, CBL. inductive learning of for-
real languages, and wdidation (of learning systems)
is given. A special Prolog-tool tbr ca.qe-bm~ed lan-
guage learning is descril)ed which is used here. too.
In (Akaishi ,k: Beiek 1998), the first steps in using the
httelligentPad system (of. (Tanaka [989)) for the cave-
based learning are done.

The main goal of the preseu! invesl.igation consists
in an experiruenta] application and validation of some
CBL principles. For this purpose, the domain of for-
real languages is used, where CBR is straightforwardly
formalized to allow for a justitied assessment of CBi,
principles. It is demonstrated that one of the key prin-
ciples of improving case bases during (’BR is not t,alid,
seen from the viewpoint of correct learning.

According to ! his principle, a CBR system may selec-
tively collect eases: thus adopting to its environmcut’s
needs. Whenever the system fails on certain ca.scs, the
corresponding information is used to enhance the sys-
tern’s area of competence by storing this particular new
(’asf’.

The Validation of Learning Systems
The crux is that. given any learning problem and any
learning system, it is generally undccidable whether or
not the system on hand is able to solve the learning
problem faced to.
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For assessing the validity of complex systems, there
have been proposed validation scenarios of several
types. Complex systems are investigated on differ-
ent levels of abstraction and approaches are classified
by several features including a distinction of so-called
black box and white box approaches.

A wide collection of interactive validation scenarios
are intuitively rather similar to tile so-called TuPd.Xcs
test (eL (Turing 1950)). Regardless of the legitimate
criticism on TUP, ING’s ideology (of. (tlalpern 1987),
e.g.): the perspective underlying the TURING test ap-
proach has led to a lot of validation approaches which
invoke human experts for systems’ interrogation.

We sketch the common idea underlying the ap-
proaches of this family, briefly: The human validators
choose target phenomena. When a particular target
phenomenon has been selected, test cases are gener-
ated to probe the systeln. Experimentations with the
systenl yield certain results. Those results are sub-
ject to the experts’ evaluation. Individually evaluated
experimentation results provide some insight into the
system’s behaviour and, titus, into the issue of its valid-
ity. ttowever, they are somehow local by nature. The
ultimate validity assessments art, synthesized upon the
totality of interactive validation results.

First systematic investigations towards the valida-
tion of learning systems can be Kmnd in (Grieser..lan-
tke. ,k; Lange 1997). e.g.

The present paper is intended to tailor these general
ideas towards the validation of (~BL principles.

Validation Scenarios

The main stages of interactive systems validation ac-
cording to the so-called TURING test approach are
¯ test case generation,
¯ experimentation by feeding in test cases.
¯ evaluation of experimentation results,
¯ syothesis el" validity assessments.

A particular ealidation task is determi,wd by a tar-
get problem, by a candidate system, and by a certain
understanding what it means to solve the problem ap-
propriately.

Here. we do not deal with t,triJieation tasks which
are particularly characterized by the substantial ad-
vantages of. first, a formalized problem specification
and. second, formalized requirements determining cri-
teria of success in problem solving. Based on these
preferable, but rather idealistic assumptions, verilica-
tion can be usually performed deductively. In contrast,
validation is facing induction l~roblems.

User expectations attd needs of application domains
are rarely explicitly available. It is a key assumption
of validation tl,at human beings might sulIiciently well
substitute for the formal knowledge which is either not
existent or not, available, at least.

Thus, validation scenarios are characterized by the
divisiou of labour between humans attd automated
tools for eadt of these four phases, respectively.

The Concrete Validation Scenario
The objects wich are to validated are case-based learn-
ing principles. For validating particular CBL princi-
ples, they are implemented in a case-based manner. In
this paper, the learning of formal languages is used as
the special domain for the implementation.

A more detailed introduction into the used CBR and
CBL notions and notation is given in the next section.
A test case consists of a given case-based description
of a formal language and of a syllabus for teaching.

The result, of the experiment is also a case-based
decription of a language, the actual hypothesis of the
learning process. In the evaluation of the experiment,
both language descriptions are compaired. For that.
the same CBR semantics is used for both descriptions.

Normally: a large set of test cases is necessary for a
validation. In this paper, only one test is described.
for a better understanding. It is the extract of a large
number of tests and leads to a validity assessment rec-
ommended.

CBR and CBL

In C.BR, knowledge is represented in the form of par-
titular cases with a suitable similarity measure rather
than any generalized form. The key idea is that such
episodic knowledge comes along during a C.BR system
is in use. Therefore, the CBR paradigm is deemed
a key for alleviating the truly serious botth’neck of
knowledge acquisition. According to this perspectiw’.
a C.BR syslem in use is usually changing over tinw.
Learning takes place.

The Basic Notions of CBR and CBL
The following notions of CBR are used:
¯ T’ is a nonempty set of problems.
¯ 8 is a nonempty set of solutions.
¯ S..t4 is a nonempty and partially ordert~d set. of
similarities. A similarity measure is a function
or: T~x~ ~ 8,.~. Fors=~,(l’,Q),it. isalsosaM
that P has the similarity s compared with Q.
¯ In addition, a mapping notSimilar ol, ’P x T~ is
introduced. (For instance, if there is a nlinimum
rain it, SA4. we define that nofSimi/ar(P, Q) means
cr(P.(~) = min.)
¯ A case base is a finite sequence of pairs
[problem, solution].

On this basis, the relation "p,vblem P is most simi-
lar’ to problem P" is well defined, l-k)r any given prob-
lena and case base, a case which is most similar to the
problem should be found. (The similarity of a case to 
problem P is defined by the similarity of the case prob-
lena to P.) The solution of this case is the experience
which should be used for probh:m solving.

In general, for a given problem several most similar
cases could exist in the case base. Then, one cast, must.
be selected by a selection strategy. This strategy
can use further knowledge modeUed in such notions
like priority of a solution or relevance of a case.
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On the other hand, there could be no similar case in
the case base. Then, a default solution is taken.

In particular, knowledge acquisitio, which is per-
formed during CBR by incrementally collecting ca.ses
migth be understood as Case Based Lemming
(CBL). like ill (Aha 1991) and (Aha, Kibier, ~: Albert
1991), for instance.

The overall C.BL approach is exemplified oil the
following principle: Given any CBR system, ap-
ply it. Whenever it works sucessfitlly, do not
change it. Whenever it fails on some input ease,
add this experience to the ease base. Don’t
change anything else.

According to this principle, a (.’Bit system may selec-
tively collect cases, thus adopting to its ettviromnent’s
needs. Whenever tile system fails or, certain eases,
|lie corresponding inforluation is used to enham’e the
systetu’s area of competence by storing this parlirular
case approI~riat.ely.

Case-Based Language Description

For tile ca.se-based clescription of ;, tbrmal lang,age,
tim Ibllowing appointments at’(’ made:
¯ Prol)lenls at+. words over a fixed alphabet.
¯ The solutions are 1 for "belon:ltn+.l Io t/, hmt.lUm.lt" and
0 for tit<" opposite case. th’re, sululi(ms are also call,,d
<:lasses, seen [’rain the view poioI <+f rlassificAI.iotl.

After [ixi,,g a si,nihrity, a seh’ctiou strategy, al, I
a default st,lulk)i,, every ,-as<, base ,les<’rihes a forlnal
laitguages: A wor(I l)elt,ngs It+ l.h.’la.t.gus, g<’ if and only
if" the solution i is ibuml by tlm (’BH pr(,,’r’ss for it.

The Concrete CBR Basis
A! the beginning, the all)hal~et, the similarily, the se-
lection strategy, AIL<I the default rlAss is lixed.

For the language, tit<, alphabt,t Y_2 = {a.b} is u.~etl.
with words abab, aa and b. tbr inslauce.

The similarity is a I)it,ary relation, or(t,, u’) eqt, als 
exat’tly if v is a st,bwor, i of u’. I .,,tands fi~r similurAnd
0 for non-similar. So. lht. word ttb,: is similar t.o aaba
aud to itself, Inn not to abba. l[ore, nrdSintilar(P. Q)
means +r(l’, Q) = 

For (.’Bll. the classifiea/iof should be done wil.h the
selecti(,n strategy "selection per sequence" in con-
heft<on with the defauh 0:
¯ (Hven any query q, it sear,’hes for the first ease [w. c]
where w. is similar to q. [f such a <-aso is found. (" de-
termines ]low to <:lassie’ q.
¯ Otherwise. tile default class 0 is taken.

The following east, base is used As I,he description of
the object which is t(> be learnt in the l)ro<’ess of the
validation: [bab.O], [aa.1].

For using the principh’ of the overall al)proach, it
is clear what (’orrect classification means. But it is
necessary to define how a new ca+st is to be added.
This definition depends ou the select<el, strategy. A
" caTtj’ul addiu.q for sclection per" sequent(" is used:
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¯ If the use of one specific case causes an incorrect
classilication, tim uew (:asc is inserted directly before
this troul)lesc)me case.
¯ If the default is rausing an im’orrert rla.ssilical.ion.
the new case is added at the end of the cast’ base.

["or instance, the following cla.ssifical.ions with their
re.asons Art." got:

a : 0 (defAult-value)
bab : 1 (C.ase l is the firs! (and only) similar one.)
babaa : I ((~ase isthefir. st similar (’as(,.)

The teaching process starts with the empty (’ase base
as tl,e twtual hypothesis. The Iem’hing syllabus con-
mists of t he [irst 10()0 words over x__:, ronnerted wit h I 
<’lass defined by the given language. ["or illustration.
we (lisplay the first aud the last r:Lses of this teaching
s(’qu,..tt,’e: [a,0], [b.O], (aa, l], [ab.O]. [ba.O] ..... [bbb-
ba,,bt,b. 1]. [bbbbaba,,,,.O]. [bbbbab,,ab.O].

lit general, tilt’ resuh, of lit(’ h,arning process also
delJends on the used sequence it, t.<..a<’hit,g and the size
of th(, given informatiot, ahnut the ol~.i+’,’l whi<’l, is to
l)t, learnt. Bul here. the inlluen<.e of the SetlUen(’t, 
not st, it((per(ant mid tl,e st’tlu(’nce in long enough 
getting tlnt’ wattled ,,lre,’ts.

The Validation of the Overall Principle

The experinit+nt ,lescrib,’d it. th<’ last se,’tiol, h.ads we
th,’ following <’ase bAse as lhe final hYl)othesi:, t,f lht’
lt’;l rll ing I woi’i’ss:

of [bab,,a. U].
[,,,hb,,O. 01. U].

o]. [I,,,bbb,,,,. 0f
0l. [b,,bbl, l,,,,,, o1.
01. [I,,t, 0].
[... l].

;it [ir.’,t glance, the dat.alJas<, is larger t.hatl the prt,
set.ling standar¢l. This tuay be n.ore or less nortnal
be<.’ause one rAmmt expect ths, t. learning r,’sults in op-
timized solutions, l low,,v,,r, this is only a somehow su-
perficial continent. The problt,nl is rnusidera.hly Itt<.)re
involved.

The case [bab,O] will never l,e added to the ease base
by the overall principle beCAUSe it is ahvays rorrertly
rb-ssili,d by l.ho default.

’]’hat inca(Is, for instauct.,, that all rases of the Ibrrn
"[aab(b)"ab. 0]" have to be added to the r~me base during
I<,arning. As this is an inlit,ite nmnber of cases, any
current eASe ha.so never gives a rorrect des<.’ripti¢,n of
tit<, pre set language.

The detected phenomenon is a non-pathologiral one.
When rhoosing a case base at random, it frequently
orrurs. Thus. already very simple have yield a first
insight of some generality.

"It’) some extent, this exhibits the invalidR!l of th~
(’.BL principle under inspertion.



CBL without Defaults?
The analysis of the considered learning example leads
to the following observation:

Cases can exist in the case base which are not neces-
sary for the classification of their own problem because
of the default classification. But, they are necessary for
the correct classification of other problems. Such cases
will never be added to the case base if the overall ap-
proach Ls used.

Learning without any classification default could be
a way out.. We consider the same language to be learnt,
the same learning syllabus, and the overall learning
method, too. The only difference is that the classifi-
cation procedure, used by the learning method, works
without a default. If there is no similar case, the out-
put is like noSolution and hence, tile case is added to
the case base. Then, the followin~ hypothesis case base
is created:

[aabab, O] ..... [babbbbbaa, 0],
[aa, 1], [a, 0], [b, 0].

It is obvious that there is no improvement. Tim learn-
ing method creates two default cases by itself. That
shows that default management and case-based learn-
ing are closely connected.

CBL in Two Steps

In the moment of getting a test case, there is no other,
obvious possibility for deciding: Adding the new case if
and only if the classification works inco.r~vctly. But, if
there is a bigger block in the case base, block denotes
a maximal subsequence with a uniform solution and
without gaps, we can try to substitute cases by "belier
and fewer’ ones.

This leads us to a "two step learning’. In the first
step, the learning process is done, by constructing a
extented case base with normal and generalized cases
as a hypothesis (cf. (Bergmann &. Wilke 1996), for 
closely related approach taking generalized cases into
ax:count). In the second step, the extented case base is
reduced to a (classical) one.

For the generalization of cases, filrther assumptions
for the sinfilarity are necessary which are fulfilled by
the subword relation:
¯ The similarity predicate < should be transitive.
¯ Let Pred(z,y) = { : I z <.r and: < y } tim set
of all conmmn predecessors of x and y, related to <.
This set should be finite for all x and y (and of course
generally computable).

Generalization and Evaluation of Cases

An extented case base consists of (classical) cases
and generalized cases. The classification is always
done with and without these generalized cases, in a
uniform way. For all problems contained in the (classi-
cal part of the) case base, both classifications have to
have the same solution. In every block, the gcneralized
cases stand at the top and the plain cases at the end. A

generalized case has the form [word, class, evaluation].
The following conditions are always fulfilled:
¯ The class is this class used in the whole block.
¯ Normally, the evaluation is the nonempty set of all
words of cases of the block so that word is similar to
them. The generalized case represents all these cases.
If a represented case causes a classification then the
representing generalized case does so, as well, because
of the transitivity of the similarity. But, an empty
evaluation means that the generalized case is deleted
for ever and not used for the classifications.

A (plain, i.e. conventional) case is added if the clas-
sification without extented cases works incorrectly, in
the same way like before.

If a new case [w,e] is added to the extented case
base. the following is also done:
¯ If the case creates a new block at the top or at the
end, then nothing else is changed.
¯ If the case divides a block into three new blocks, the
extented cases of the former block, which are now in
the first of the three blocks, are copied to the third
block.
¯ If the case is embedded in a block, every minimal
member of the following sets causes a new generalized
case at the top of the block if there is still no one in
the block:

Prcd(w..e) n { : I [z,c, {}] not in the block }
n { : I [:. c, {}] t,: in. tl, block }
Cl{z I [:, c] nol case in the block }

for every other case x of the block. (.’orrectness in
th," block means that all case words standing behind
the block have the same classification both with and
without this generalized case. Necessity means that
the cases before the block don’t cause the classilication
of the word.

In addition, the evaluation of all the cxtented (gen-
eralized) cases of the block is completed if necessary.

For every information [w.c] in the learning process.
the classification with and without generalized cases is
compared. If there is a difference, the generalized case
that caused the difference is deleted by substitution
of the evaluation by the empty set. And then. this
comparison is repeated until both results are equal.

For the example learning task. we get the following
generalized cases:

[bbbbb, O, { }1, [bbbbaa, O, { }1,.-.. [aab. O, { }1.
[bab, O, {aabab, babaa, aabbab ..... babbbbbaa}].
[baa, O, {}]. [bb, O, {}], [ba, O, {}], lab. 0, {}], [b, (I, {}].

One can easily recognize that the generalized case
[bab. 0, {...}] represents all additional cases.

So far, the result is semantically quite satisfying.
But it is syntactically odd, because the form of the
hypothesis, which includes generalized cases, do not
meet the requirements of the originally assumed spec-
ification language. Some reduction step is necessary.
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Reduction of the Extented Case Base
Tile reduction could be done ill the following way: A
threshold value for the size of the evaluation is fixed.
say 8, for instance. The following is done for all the
generalized cases behind the threshold value, where the
procedure is starting with tile largest elements follow-
ing the ordering in tile case base:
Tl~msform the chosen generalized case into a classical
one, remove all rept~’senlcd casvs, attd delete lht.m in
the other t t,ahtations.

This procedure yields description of the object, to
be learnt from which we started originally. This fact
is a lirst hint to the validity of the learning rnethod
presented above, at learnt in the domain of language
learning.

In the future, a variety of related exl~erinwnt.s are
necessary. We dkl present only one of tilt’ many possi-
bilities of ConLbining CBL, generalization, evaluation.
and reduction appropriately.

Conclusions
The ideas of (.’.BI{ and (’BL are rather intuitive and
alluring. This makes it ,’onsideral>ly difficult to sep-
arate the cha[l" from the wl,eat. Systematic syst.en,s
validation may hell) to get. a hetter undersl.atlding of
the l)owor and the limitations of princilfles in CBR, in
general, and in (’BI.. in particular.

The r(’ader may consult (D/3l.sch &: .lant ke 1.q96), fi~r
instance, where large series ofexl)eriments are reported
which support tile believe that sonLe of the chartning
id,’as of ("Ill do I,ot work as desired.

13c.sidt.s the presel|t l)aper’s intended coxtt.rilmtiou to
case-based reasoning, w he valiclation of (.’ILL principles
is mainly understood as a case in COlllplex interactive
systems validatiotL. A considerably small atnottnt of
learning exl)erinLents has pointed to substantial flaws
of a sample principle h)cttsed OLL in the present paper.
This is illustratittg that the present approach works.
FtLrt.her inw,sl.igatitms will go into more (lot.ells att¢l ex-
tend our first resuhs.

Some simple (’.BI, learnir,g principles are not vali¢!
because they do ignore important information. I,ike in
tennis, you lose the game if you lose the Big Points.
13ut in learning, it is l,ot decidabh’ which points are
big and which are I,()t. llere, a first step is done in the
correction of lost Big Points. by processing its t’onse-
quences. In contrast, in tennis the game might be over.
Thus, there is some hope - in learning, at h’ast.
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